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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the Lighthouse Baptist Church in 1 
Santa Maria, CA—and your brain masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 2 
In Mississippi visiting my Mother. I thought I'd call in an encore but good night — what a 3 
news week. New York legalizes abortion up to birth — and they cheer like, like what? 4 
How do I describe this? People are literally cheering, high-fiving, I mean dancing with joy 5 
at the passing of a law that allows babies at nine months of age to be murdered. Their god, 6 
Satan, must be pleased with their blood sacrifice. 7 
With this as a background, a kind of hellish scene of nine-month old babies being 8 
butchered by some abortionist while he is surrounded by a chorus of gleeful imps in suits 9 
and ties — with this vamping in the background — now go to the MARCH for LIFE — 10 
where 650,000 pro-life Americans gathered to speak for the babies in the womb, to give a 11 
voice to the SILENT SCREAM — the babies being scorched in saline solution or 12 
butchered by scalpels, and one of the marchers, a high school Junior named Sandman and 13 
in his face, the Indian (Sandman and the Indian) — Nick Sandmann is an awesome. And 14 
the Indian, a guy named Philips, a disgusting, lying, pathetic, provocateur — you've seen 15 
the picture — you saw it — the Indian in the face of Sandman — beating his drum in his 16 
face — and some liberal defends his behavior, saying hey, Phillips was praying — let me 17 
ask you a question. If any Christian got a drum, got into the face of anyone, how about go 18 
to the Woman's March, and a Christian Preacher gets into the face of any of the marchers 19 
and chants some "prayer" beating a drum — are you kidding me. They would be going 20 
out of their mind! 21 
(Secretly they would be thanking whatever gods they serve for giving them such a gift — a 22 
Christian behaving like this is exactly what would prove their stereotypes — but let this 23 
pagan Indian say his prayers in the face of a Christian and - well, you get the idea. It's over 24 
the top blindness in these people.) 25 
Pelosi withdraws the traditional invitation to the President to give the State of the Union 26 
address on the floor of the Capital claiming security concerns arising from the partial 27 
government shut down — her bluff is called, she is forced to admit there are no security 28 
concerns — but emphatically states she will not invite Trump to the Capital dome until 29 
after the shutdown showdown is over and one of them is sprawled in the street; strangely, 30 
Trump sounds a retreat on this one? What?? Why would – Ohhhh, okay, I get it! Wow. 31 
This guy, you've got to give him credit for knowing how to play these snakes. 32 
And then, the collapse of the Cohen conspiracy followed by the Ohr revelations — his 33 
story contradicts Adam Schifftys tall tale — It's coming out friends — the wheel is turning 34 
slowly, but it's turning inexorably — and it's tracking straight toward Obama and Hillary 35 
rolling down all the stooges they put out in front to protect them — it's coming baby — 36 
justice is coming to this town. 37 
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My friends, it's time for your brain massage. 38 
[TRUTH] 39 
New York legalizes abortion up to birth — and they cheer like they just won the Super 40 
Bowl of politics. Almost from the moment Hillary conceded and Trump won — the left 41 
has been apoplectic over their fears they will lose v Wade (Roe repented long ago, and it's 42 
way past time for Wade to rise) and, have you noticed, suddenly we have liberals getting 43 
into the faces of American's about being "proud" of their abortions — they've decided to 44 
double down and become aggressive about murdering babies. 45 
It used to be the strategy was to say, well, abortion is a sad thing, and it's too bad, but, after 46 
all, we must leave this to the mother and her doctor. Remember the goal of the left was to 47 
make abortion safe and rare? We knew that was a lie — they want abortion as a method 48 
of eugenics; that's how it started, that's always been the real agenda of abortion, and the 49 
center of its black heart — the slavery mentality of denying personhood to a certain class 50 
of people has continued on the left in many forms, one of them, in the area of abortion, 51 
another, those who wear MAGA hats (hehe) — but I get ahead of myself. What's that? 52 
Oh, you didn't hear about the raging Progressives expressing their wish that all kids like 53 
Sandman were dead? And the context of these statements (plural—for there were many) 54 
made it clear their hatred is aimed at white Christians: the WASP — White Anglo-Saxon 55 
Protestant. 56 
Only in this case it was a Catholic (WASC—ha!) — they are usually friendlier to the 57 
Catholics but lately too many Catholics have been behaving too conservatively. We know 58 
what the left does to those who stray from their ranks. 59 
But have you noticed how the pro-abortion crowd has changed tactics? Now you hear 60 
leaders on the left talking about how they wish they had had an abortion, how proud they 61 
are for having had an abortion, or multiple abortions, how in your face they are about this 62 
now — and New York's Mayor Cuomo and his dark-hearted supporters stage this hey 63 
Trump, watch this thing — you know, I'm not going to sign a budget for the state of New 64 
York unless you give me abortion legalized to birth — and remove protections for babies 65 
born alive after a botched abortion — (do you not hear these people?). It has gone from 66 
abortion is a sad but necessary evil to an evil they celebrate — so the Liberals now have a 67 
hero who threatened a government shut down insisting his State legalize abortion to birth 68 
— and the Liberals won, evil won; but Trump, well he can't get a wall to protect us from a 69 
veritable invasion of our borders and all you hear is how he is holding government 70 
workers hostage for a wall — they breach the wall of a fundamental right to life to kill a 71 
baby in the womb — they refuse to allow Americans to build a wall to protect our 72 
children from an invasion of many who want to come here to take America away from 73 
Americans and turn it into a Venezuela — or Mexico. 74 
The mask is being taken away. America — listen, my prayers are being answered here. 75 
You might think that's weird, but it's true. The mask is being dropped and the real face of 76 
the pro-abortion leadership is being exposed for what it is. 77 
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These people can look at the picture of a baby, a nine-month-old baby, and callously deny 78 
that child the most fundamental of human rights — the right to life — and then laugh, 79 
and rejoice, and dance as if this is a victory for them. 80 
If you think for one moment these same people would not take away your rights under 81 
some pretense and turn on you and use the government to destroy you and your life — 82 
listen, these are people who would murder a nine-month-old baby in the womb; how sick 83 
does someone have to be to dance and rejoice, and laugh, and think that is any kind of 84 
victory for anyone? 85 
We are approaching the point of critical heat in the crucible called America. The tensions 86 
between those who want the right to murder babies for the convenience of their mothers 87 
and those who believe that baby, like any other human being, has an inalienable right to 88 
life are generating a heat will rise to critical and there will be a sudden melt-down. This 89 
country could not endure slavery indefinitely — finally, we came to a meltdown, it was 90 
called the Civil War — and it's curious that Lincoln was hated by the slave owners who 91 
denied personhood to blacks and other slaves every bit as much as those who deny 92 
personhood to the infant in the womb today hate Trump.  93 
Did you know the Democrats back then refused to attend Lincoln's inauguration? This 94 
business of throwing a fit when they lose an election is nothing new with this crowd.  95 
Right in the face of the anniversary of v Wade — Cuomo wins death for babies in New 96 
York — while, a short distance away, 650,000 men, women and children, gather in 97 
Washington DC to declare their support for the baby — to speak up for the life of the 98 
baby in the wombs of their mothers — to say every human being has a right to life and to 99 
deny that right is to commit an atrocity in some ways even more heinous than Hitler's 100 
holocaust. 101 
Among the 650,000 — by the way, did you hear about the March for Life and any 102 
comparison numbers between that and the Woman's March? No! Do you know why? 103 
You are right. The Woman's March was a joke by comparison. A public relations 104 
representative for the Woman's March said the attendance was "at least 60,000." They 105 
admitted it was a "huge drop from pervious years."1 106 
Why were the liberal so intense in their push to get New York to approve the right to kill 107 
nine-month old babies in the wombs of their mothers? The see the handwriting on the 108 
wall — 650,000 march for life, and 60,000 march for death. They see pro-life 109 
appointments to the Supreme Court and they see support for their radical agenda 110 
dwindling — they see the first signals of people blinking as the bright light of the Truth 111 
about abortion keeps beating on the doors of their hearts darkened by lies — and they 112 
desperately need something to reaffirm their "values" — the New York was an all in move 113 
to prove to themselves that they continue to be viable. 114 

                                     
1 https://www.elitedaily.com/p/how-many-people-attended-the-2019-womens-march-heres-how-the-crowd-size-has-changed-
15865178 
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It's also an effort to shock attack Americans who are beginning to waffle in their support 115 
of abortion. Consider, someone who thinks abortion is a bad thing anyway is more easily 116 
swayed from supporting abortion than someone whose heart is so absolutely calloused 117 
they actually brag about killing their babies — wear it like a badge of honor — foaming 118 
out their own shame (Jude 13 Raging waves of the sea, foaming out their own shame; 119 
wandering stars, to whom is reserved the blackness of darkness for ever).  120 
Please pray — fast and pray, right now, today, this week, sometime this month — believe 121 
me they are weaker now than they have ever been. They see that public opinion is shifting 122 
from them on this and many other issues, so they are going to dig in and go for their goal 123 
with everything they have. WE MUST MATCH THEM! 124 
And that takes me to the exceptional young man who stood up to the bullying drum 125 
beating adult — man, that image is inspiring. But I'll have to get to that on the other side 126 
of the break. Hold on. 127 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor at the Lighthouse, 128 
your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern lighter, lighting the lamps in the church 129 
belfry arch, signaling the enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 130 
liberty. 131 
Sandmann and the Indian! Nick Sandmann is a Junior high student who attends 132 
Covington, a Catholic High School, and he attended the March For Life with many of his 133 
classmates. Nathan Phillips is an elderly man — at least he looks a lot older than he is — I 134 
think he is in his late fifties but he looks like he is in his 70s or older; anyway, he is an 135 
American Indian who was there to — well, it's not entirely clear why he was there. It 136 
appears he was acting alone — but he is the guy you see in all the videos beating his drum 137 
and chanting some Indian prayer while obviously crowding the space of young 138 
Sandmann. 139 
Nathan Phillips, the Indian is a liberal in his sentiments and beloved by the liberals as 140 
their champion in this confrontation. Well, I say let the young Sandmann be our 141 
champion.  142 
Now, you always have to be careful here — so, allow me to present my caveat. Shapiro 143 
made the mistake of moving too fast in his denunciations of the young people in this 144 
media-hyped confrontation between liberals and the MAGA hats — I'll explain in a 145 
minute — and he came out on the side of the pitiful American Indian who was being 146 
taunted by these unruly, irreligious, religious bigots. Later, when the rest of the story 147 
came into the light, the following became clear: 148 
It all started when some Black Hebrew Israelites (these are black people who believe they 149 
are descended from one of more of the tribes of Israel — their teachings amount to the 150 
black version of white supremacist)2 spied a black student standing with his fellow white 151 
students waiting for their bus. They began jeering him, jibing him for being a traitor to 152 
his race — and were making vile statements: calling the white students "incest babies" 153 
                                     
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Hebrew_Israelites 
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and, you'll have to check it out online truly these guys were being vile and filthy truly 154 
insulting, degrading, racists, bullies — one source tells us the students asked permission 155 
to chant a school cheer to counter the attack — and another source said they moved 156 
between their priest and the Black Hebrew Israelites hoping to diffuse the situation — 157 
surely, these guys would not attack a bunch of kids. That's when drum-beating Nathan 158 
interjected himself. 159 
The first angel on Phillip's actions was that he was trying to protect the kids from the 160 
brutal verbal assault of the Black Hebrew Israelites — but everything this guy has said 161 
afterwards makes it clear he was against these kids; he was antagonistic towards them. 162 
Listen, everything this guy is saying is antagonistic against the students — he described 163 
them as being like white people who lynched black people, or like white people who 164 
brutally bullied black people: really? You've got to be kidding me! This is dangerous! This 165 
is incitement and slanderous against these young people, especially Sandmann. But the 166 
point was clearly not trying to protect anyone; he was agitating these young students. 167 
This old man walked over to the group, and for whatever reason, picked Sandmann, and 168 
walked right up into his face beating his drum and chanting his prayer — it's obviously 169 
and effort to provoke Sandmann, perhaps anticipating that Sandmann would, I don't 170 
know, take off his hat? Walk away! Back away from the bully — the adult bully, beating 171 
his drum in a kid's face chanting some I guess it was a prayer — maybe in his language he 172 
was saying something like — I ward off the evil spirit of the MAGA hat —  173 
Phillips is a Trump-Won denier and obviously did not like it that these kids were wearing 174 
the MAGA hat and supporting LIFE. 175 
The kid stood his ground and maintained his composure. 176 
His parents ought to be very proud of him. He refused the back off. And he just smiled — 177 
of course the liberals who hate white kids, white "privileged" kids — all they can see is a 178 
smirk. But if the kid was smirking, WHO COULD BLAME HIM. Can anyone fail to see 179 
the ridiculousness of this situation? 180 
Here is a teenager standing there getting abused by adults with a vicious verbal assault 181 
very likely like nothing he has ever experienced in his life — horrible things were being 182 
said to him for no reason other than he was a white kid at a pro-life rally.  183 
An American Indian, who views the white kid as "privileged" and presumes he thinks 184 
himself "superior" — walks up to this kid, who is wearing the cursed MAGA hat — and 185 
beats his drum in his face — that's bullying behavior. This American Indian was bullying 186 
this Junior High school student, taunting him — there is no other way to interpret this 187 
behavior. My head almost exploded when I watched a black liberal dismiss this rude 188 
bullying behavior by explaining, hey, he was just praying — WHAT? Liberals go crazy if 189 
Christians pray quietly on the street in front of a Planned Parenthood—Eugenics 190 
abortatorium — can you imagine if a Christian, wait, a white Christian, took a drum, 191 
walked up to a group at the Woman's march and chanted a prayer in the face of one of 192 
the women there? 193 
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Now, first, a word on this privilege nonsense, and then the point of your brain massage 194 
today — because I'm not going to get to some of the other stuff I wanted to talk about.  195 
First, how do we define this word? Technically, it means someone has a special right, an 196 
advantage, or immunity granted or available only to a particular person or group. The 197 
idea is that white people grow up with special rights, advantages, and immunities in 198 
society and those who perceive themselves as not having those privileges resent this as 199 
unjust. It's called "white privilege" because it is assumed that white people have the power 200 
and control the wealth and secretly conspire to maintain their privileged status in society. 201 
It's a LIE. In America — it's a lie. The Constitution was specifically constructed to 202 
recognize all men are created equal and endowed by their creator with certain inalienable 203 
rights.  204 
The other side in this debate are always quick to point out the fact that some of the 205 
drafters of our Constitution, and the Bill of Rights, held slaves. But they were also the 206 
same people who abhorred the institution, and believed it would ultimately be rooted out 207 
of our society based on the principles inculcated in these documents. A Civil War has 208 
been fought to correct those sins of Democrats — yep, they are the ones who fought for 209 
slavery, who fought to continue it — so we've been fighting against that crowd's tendency 210 
and penchant to enslave people to their will for a long time and we are still fighting the 211 
same people who want to enslave us to government — so, yeah, we have had to fight 212 
against the Democrats over this all through the Civil Rights marches with Martin Luther 213 
King also — that's right — the Republicans — a bunch of white guys, fought to get the 214 
Civil Rights act ratified — and the white Democrats opposed it and fought it — 215 
Now they pretend to be the champions for the blacks when their policies have done 216 
nothing but enslave them to the government — and they go on acting like white massa's 217 
keeping the po black folk dependent on them — it's disgusting, but we will go on fighting 218 
these oppressors — 219 
The fact is, the black community today enjoys equality in our society unlike anything we 220 
have seen since our founding and it is directly attributable to our Founders vision of 221 
FREEDOM and JUSTICE for ALL — and we've had to fight those evil Democrats all the 222 
way to get to where we are and now they are trying to destroy a President who has done 223 
more for blacks by doing what is right for EVERYBODY — and that's the way it's 224 
supposed to be. 225 
Just do what's right for EVERYBODY and then EVERYBODY gets the benefits of 226 
JUSTICE to enjoy their FREEDOM and PURSUE their own vision of HAPPINESS. 227 
But look what has happened. The Democrats, who have fought against equal justice for all 228 
Americans for centuries, pretend to be the champion for certain groups by extending to 229 
them "special rights" and "special privileges" like affirmative action, or "gay rights" — what 230 
are "gay rights"? Are there "white rights" and "black rights" and "gay rights" and, how 231 
about HUMAN RIGHTS? 232 
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But now a group is convinced white people have some sort of privilege — when, 233 
according to the technical meaning of the word, in America, we have done a pretty good 234 
job of defeating those Democrats who have tried to keep certain groups in slavery. 235 
But there is more work to be done, and they don't stop coming up with new ways to make 236 
slaves of us. Ocacio is hard at it, along with Bernie — these people don't believe in 237 
FREEDOM and JUSTICE for ALL — they believe the only way to ensure freedom and 238 
justice for the people they represent is by taking it from others. So let's look at another 239 
way people see privilege. 240 
The advantages some have that others don't. Sometimes these advantages were gotten 241 
unfairly, unjustly — one example might be crime families, or whatever. But the fact that 242 
some people game the system and take unfair advantage does not mean every body in any 243 
certain class have gotten their advantages in the same way. The fact is, most white people 244 
have come by their material advantages in the exact same way anyone else you know of 245 
any color or origin came by whatever wealth they have accumulated — HARD WORK 246 
and WISE USE OF TIME AND TREASURE. That's the "formula." 247 
But here is the thing! Somebody somewhere will always have an advantage you don't 248 
have. That's not unjust and it's not even unfair. For example, think about natural 249 
advantages. Some people are prettier than others. Some are taller, some are stronger; 250 
some are smarter; some have extraordinary natural talent. I don't care how much I 251 
practiced, I could never perform on the basketball court like Air Jordan; I could never 252 
paint like Rembrandt. It's not unjust that I don't have these advantages, and it's not even 253 
unfair. Except if I'm forced to play basketball, or compared to Rembrandt. That would be 254 
unfair — but even that would not be unjust — the only way it could be unjust is if one or 255 
more of my Divinely Endowed rights were encroached upon because I could not play 256 
basketball like Jordan or paint like Rembrandt.  257 
And in a perverse reverse play — that's what the Democrats have managed to do. We 258 
have beaten them over and over again freeing people from their efforts to enslave them — 259 
so now they are trying to turn the people we have labored to ensure they also enjoy the 260 
rights and privileges of GOD ENDOWED RIGHTS against us, to use them to take away 261 
our rights and enslave us. 262 
The irony is that every right they take from us depletes their own. You cannot empower 263 
government to take rights away from others without empowering them to take away your 264 
rights too. 265 
So, here is the thing! Sandmann represents the white guy being unjustly and unfairly 266 
berated by the LEFT — but he is not backing down. God bless him, and his family and 267 
friends, for NOT BACKING DOWN. 268 
DON'T BACK DOWN! Stand up to these bullies. Maintain your composure — and then 269 
FIGHT BACK. 270 
Sandmann and his family ought to pursue every legal remedy at their disposal — they 271 
should sue every single one of these news agencies that have attempted to ruin their lives. 272 
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With all the news that has come out, all the exculpatory evidence that has surfaced, 273 
showing that Sandmann was behaving admirably and showed extraordinary restraint, 274 
and the adults in this situation have acted very, very badly — unjustly, unkind, just down-275 
right evil what they are doing to these kids — but it's a metaphor of what the left is doing 276 
to White people all over this country and I'm tired of it. I'm so done with this nonsense.  277 
So, anyway! I'll have to close. I'm traveling home tomorrow; I'll be in my pulpit Sunday 278 
and I hope you'll come by to see me. I'll continue my Prophecy Series for my adult Bible 279 
class, 9:30 am. My Know Your Bible: Insights series Sunday preaching service, begins 280 
10:45 ish — I'll offer my Issachar report at 6 pm, and continue my Hermeneutics series 281 
Sunday night — right now I'm addressing the question of versions. And hey, beginning 282 
Wednesday night, February 6, my series on spiritual gifts called Unwrapping Your 283 
Spiritual Gifts.  284 
The textbook for the Spiritual gifts series will be put online by Friday before we start the 285 
course.  286 
To receive my textbooks for any of these courses, you can go online and register for the 287 
course. It's free — and, I have something special for you. Everyone who registers of course 288 
gets the free digital textbooks — but I'll also send to you a free copy of my latest book, 289 
Prayer First, which I co-authored with Dr. Benny Beckum. It's a physical book, and I'll 290 
ship it to all who register within the continental US — otherwise, I'll have to ask you to 291 
cover shipping. 292 
So, go online, and register for any of our courses (they are all free) between now and 293 
February 6, and I'll send the book to you free — 294 
The Ohr thing will take too long — but let me touch on what I think Trump is doing 295 
regarding the wall. Why did he "cave" to Pelosi on the State of the Union controversy? 296 
You know what happened, right? At first, Pelosi extended the traditional invitation to the 297 
President to come to the Hill and address the People's House giving a report on the State 298 
of the Union. Realizing that she made a huge political mistake — that this would give 299 
Trump a gigantic platform from which to challenge the absolute nonsense going on in the 300 
Democrat party — she reneged, and claimed she had security concerns because of the 301 
partial government shutdown and wanted to reschedule the State of the Union address 302 
for some time after the shutdown was concluded. Trump called her bluff, and it was 303 
brought out that there was no security issue — so he said, okay, security issue addressed, 304 
I'll see you on the previously agreed to date. She responded by withdrawing the invitation 305 
altogether and saying it will not be re-extended until after the shutdown was resolved. So, 306 
history has been made — the speaker of the house for the first time in our history has 307 
refused to extend to the President an invitation to come to the House to address the 308 
nation. 309 
So what does Trump do? After some chatter about having the Senate extend an invitation 310 
to deliver the address from the upper house, or Trump using another venue, or just 311 
showing up at the House putting Pelosi in the awkward position of having to arrest the 312 
President — well, that is absurd — but with these people these days — anyway, Trump 313 
surprised them, and us — he folded on the issue. Yep! Simply "caved."  314 
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He first of all said giving the State of the Union address anywhere else would degrade the 315 
dignity of the tradition, and he would not dishonor his own office, of the Congress, but 316 
would honor these traditions and institutions. Right away that puts him in the better light 317 
between the two. Second, he specifically agreed it was in her Constitutional power to 318 
make this decision, he fully submitted to her Constitutional power to do what she did. 319 
Wow! What is that all about? This is the man everybody believes is proud, arrogant, 320 
unyielding, unbending — but, look at this. 321 
Okay — I think Trump is setting the stage for his own power play. If the Congress fails to 322 
pass a bill that funds his wall, I think he is going to say, fine, I'm going to declare a 323 
national emergency and direct a wall to be built on our border as per his own 324 
Constitutional powers — he might even throw in a little — hey, the American people 325 
must have a wall to protect our national interests and national security, and these 326 
government workers have been held hostage by the Democrats long enough — trying to 327 
use them to manipulate me into reneging on my promise to the American people to 328 
BUILD THAT WALL! I would rather have gotten this done with them, but since they 329 
refuse, in the interests of the American people, etc. etc. — and so up goes the wall. hehe! 330 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me know if you see them. 331 
It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE ON and you will ride like Revere and spread 332 
the warning, (essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say LIGHTS 333 
OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and disagree strongly with me. So, what 334 
will it be today, lights on, or lights off? 335 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s brainmassage.net. Find the 336 
CONTACT button and send me an email. 337 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 338 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 339 
COMMERCIAL: 340 
Recently I co-authored a book titled Prayer First with my dear friend and colleague Dr. 341 
Benny Beckum. I would like to send to you free — go to our website, 342 
santamarialighthouse.org, and register for any or all of our free Bible studies — The 343 
Visions Of Daniel, the Know Your Bible: Insights course, the spiritual gifts course titled 344 
Unwrapping Your Spiritual Gifts - not only will you receive free of charge the digital 345 
textbooks for each of these courses, but you will also receive a free copy of my newest 346 
published physical book, Prayer First — to all who register for any course by February 6 347 
the book is free and I'll cover shipping for everyone within the Continental United States, 348 
otherwise, you'll need to cover shipping. Go to santamarialighthouse.org, and register for 349 
any of our current courses to receive Prayer First for free. 350 


